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Abstract: This paper presents a tracking of parts of a human body in a virtual tv studio

environment. The tracking is based on a depth camera and a HD studio camera and aims

at a realistic interaction between the actor and the computer generated environment.

Stereo calibration methods are used to match corresponding pixels of both cameras (HD

color and depth image). Hence the images were rectified and column aligned. The disparity

is used to correct the depth image pixel by pixel. This image registration results in row and

column aligned images where ghost regions are in the depth image resulting from occlusion.

Both images are used to generate foreground masks with chroma and depth keying. The

color image is taken for skin color segmentation to determine and distinguish the actor’s

hands and face. In the depth image the flesh colored regions were used to determine their

spatial position. The extracted positions were augmented by virtual objects. The scene is

rendered correctly with virtual camera parameters which were calculated from the camera

calibration parameters. Generated computer graphics with alpha value are combined with

the HD color images. This compositing shows interaction with augmented objects for verifi-

cation. The additional depth information results in changing the size of objects next to the

hands when the actor moves around.

Keywords: camera calibration, stereo calibration, image registration, image processing,

virtual studio, interaction

1 Introduction

It is state of the art in today’s virtual studios to use a uniquely colored backdrop such as

a blue or green box which defines the background recorded by a camera, being keyed out

and replaced by computer generated images. Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) is gen-

erated on powerful graphic workstations and combined with correct spatial and perspective

relations with the real camera shots. However, a direct interaction between humans and the



virtual content still remains difficult.

The use of optical markers works in position and orientation determination quite well. but

also implies a complex image correction to eliminate their optical appearance. Proxy objects

could be a better solution. On the other hand, they need to be built up for every new virtual

set and thus reduce the advantage of virtual studios to provide a fast and flexible production.

A common method to realize interaction is the analysis of the optical flow in the image sup-

ported by camera tracking information to determine the raw direction of object movements

in the scene. This, however, creates a noticeable delay (especially disturbing when fed back

to the actor) and can only be calculated up to a certain reliability and accuracy in depth.

In any case, the most challenging task is to retrieve a depth information of sufficient reso-

lution and accuracy from two-dimensional images. There are several ways to gain spatial

information at TV frame rate like stereo vision or the use of depth cameras (depth from

structured light, from pulse modulated light and so on). An actual drawback of many depth

cameras are a low resolution and noisy data.

This paper describes an improvement for the interaction with virtual content in virtual stu-

dios. We use an additional depth camera to track the actor and implement image processing

algorithms working on HD (high-definition) camera pictures and depth images. We describe

a method in image registration for a binocular camera setup which requires at least one

distance measuring camera. As a result we get two identical images which differ in ghost

regions.

2 Related Work

There are several approaches to combine depth data with color information. They mainly use

geometrical or image processing methods. Another possibility is the use of optical systems.

Lindner et al. [LKH07] use camera calibration to determine the intrinsic and extrinsic

camera parameters of a Photonic Mixer Device (PMD) and a color camera. The depth-data

is transformed by the external parameters and a perspective projection with the RGB camera

intrinsics. The PMD-data is extended by interpolating sub-pixels in order to receive the same

resolution. The fusion is done by projective texture maps with an affine transformation of

the color image. Finally the occluded parts were eliminated by hidden surface removal. A

similar method for image registration is used in [PHW+07]. External camera parameters

were determined through calibration and the 3D-points were projected into the 2D-color

image. Another approach is to gain super-resolution of depth images from an image sequence

[STDT08] while the camera is moving. For comparison, they implemented a joint bilateral

upsampling between a high-res color camera and a depth camera. The data fusion was done

by a homographic warp of the color image. In this case shadowed regions were wrongly

reconstructed. A similar method is an image registration by an enhanced homographic warp

which is dependant on the average range to the object. By use of a bilateral filter and a cost

function the best fitting is calculated [YYDN07].

A combination of a low-resolution depth data and high-resolution color images with Markov



Figure 1: camera model with ToF and HD-TV camera

Random Fields (MRF) are used by Diebel and Thrun [DT06]. The MRF uses discontinuities

in color and depth images to co-align the images. They generate high-resolution, low-noise

range images with textures.

The Axi-Vision camera was designed at NHK and uses a sensor for color images and one

for modulated Infrared-light (IR) pulse for range measurements. The image fusion is done

by optics which uses at first a dichromatic mirror [KIA+00] and later a dichromatic prism

[KKKI02, KIN+04] to split the light-rays onto a color and an IR depth measuring sensor. The

camera produces colored range images and is used in a virtual studio to generate extended

masks and combine the images with computer generated content.

3 Setup and Implementation

Our setup uses two cameras. One camera (PMD CamCube 2.0) measures the depth with a

pulse modulated distance method and the other camera is a high-resolution HD-TV camera.

They are connected to a PC which is used for image processing.

3.1 Hardware

The PMD camera uses an intensity modulated sine wave of IR-light emitting diodes invisible

for the human eye and for the HD color camera. The PMD camera has a small resolution

(204x204 pixels) while the TV camera was used with 720p (1280x720 pixels) resolution. For

a short time we could test a PMD CamCube 3.0 which is able to sync via genlock and re-

ceived TV frame rates with a Region of Interst (RoI) of 174x142 pixels. The genlock signal

was generated by a synchronization unit from IOTracker. However, this paper relies mainly

on the CamCube 2.0 which wasn’t able to reach a TV frame rate.

Both cameras are fixed to one camera head mounted on a tripod which pans and tilts the

cameras conjointly. Figure 1 a) shows the assembly of both cameras with its corresponding

camera model (fig. 1 b). The PMD camera uses the intensity image and the spatial depth

data which has the principal point CToF . The HD camera delivers a high-resolution pro-

jection of the scene from its principal point CHD. Both principal points differ in a rotation



Figure 2: upscaling in image space and spatial pixel value spreading

R and translation t. The HD camera has the ability to change zoom and focus but the

implementation doesn’t support dynamic changes in optics yet.

3.2 Software

The developed software manages the calibration, image processing and augmentation with

tracked objects. The synchronisation of the cameras is done by software triggers which is

not perfect but triggers at nearly the same time.

3.2.1 Image Registration

The focus of the image registration step is a matching in pixel-space so that every pixel has

an exact corresponding pixel with equal coordinates in either image.

At first both images are scaled to the same size. We use an upsampling method for the smaller

time of flight (ToF) data without recovering details. Lindner et al. [LLK08] use a similar

method. It simply spreads the known data by purely resizing without use of extrapolation.

That means we resize the image by a scale factor assumed the images have the same aspect

ratio. Every pixel gets blown up in x and y direction keeping the depth value z. The spread

factor, the z-value and the pixel-distance in image space defines the value of the new pixel.

So we generate similar pixels in the image grid caused by the spatial data as can be seen in

figure 2.

Our rendering engine bases on the openCV library to implement the stereo calibration. The

algorithm is based on Bouguets calibrated stereo using a checkerboard for the calibration

process. By knowing the physical size of the chess grid we get the relative metric coordinates

for the rotation and translation between the cameras.

The stereo calibration methods are used for an area based image registration. The aim of

the stereo calibration is the rectification which means that the different cameras (HD and

range) are row or column aligned depending on vertical or horizontal stereo parallax. The

camera setup was adjusted with their optical axes to be as parallel as possible. In the process



Figure 3: (horizontal) stereo rectification process with translated pixels by disparity

of stereo calibration the image planes are virtually turned so that they become axis-parallel.

This is achieved by changing the projections of both image planes minimizing the differences

and distortion in the images and maximizing view overlap (fig. 3a).

Normally the rectified images are used for stereo correspondence which is used to calculate the

disparity map. In our approach we use the distance data to calculate the disparity for every

pixel (fig. 3b). To be more clear we make no feature matching to determine the disparity.

By knowing the depth for every pixel we calculate its disparity via triangulation and shift

the pixel along the image column in case of horizontal stereo. All pixels are transformed by

its disparity within the image grid. The result are two more or less identical images which

differ in ghost regions. These regions are a result of the different camera viewpoints which

go along with occlusion.

3.2.2 Disparity

A rectified horizontal stereo image pair is column aligned. Corresponding pixels are in the

same column but differ in their y-coordinate on the image plane. The horizontal distance

in pixels is called disparity and is conventionally used for a disparity map to determine the

depth. It is also known that disparity is inversely proportional to depth.

The camera model for the perspective projection uses equation (1) to calculate the projection

of world coordinate Y with the distance Z to the image planes which results in yToF and yHD,

respectively. The focal length for both cameras is equal at stereo calibration (fy = fToFy =

fHDy). B is the baseline from the translation vector t = (0, B, 0) between the optical centers.

The difference of the same projected point on the image planes is the disparity δ [Müh02].

yTof = fy ·
Y

Z
, yHD = fy ·

Y −B
Z

= y − fy ·
B

Z
= y − δ (1)

The disparity is calculated by:

δ =
B · fy
Z

. (2)



3.2.3 Image Processing

The image processing implements a rough tracking that works for one person in the virtual

studio (fig. 5). The actor needs to wear cloths with long arms. The image processing works

on the images registered with the method we described before. The masks could be applied

in the color and depth image without transformation. So we segment and classify the actor’s

hands and face in the color image and determine the spatial position in the depth image.

Three masks are combined to get the regions of skin-colored areas (fig. 4). One mask

works in the color image and extracts the actor in the foreground. The algorithm used was

described in [vdBL99] which is a fast software chroma keying algorithm. For the second

mask the depth data is arranged into a histogram. A local maximum in the histogram bins

at high values helps finding the background wall of the studio. The bins containing smaller

values than the local maximum minus a threshold are used for histogram back-projection to

build up the foreground mask.

An adaptive skin color tracker is used to identify the actor’s hands and face. The previously

explained masks are combined by a logical AND operator. The resulting foreground mask

is observed by the skin tracker for the segmentation. The regions of interest are used to

calculate the center of mass in the depth data to get the spatial position. The RoIs are also

used to classify the face as the biggest area. The remaining regions are assumed to be hands.

4 Experiences

While calibrating the cameras we got blur effects in the color images. As a consequence,

the pattern couldn’t get recognized correctly and the results of the stereo calibration were

of less quality. Moving the pattern slowly improved the pattern recognition. These blurred

images have also some drawbacks to the image processing when the actor is blurred.

Another problem is the small resolution of the depth camera which prevented the calibration

from delivering proper results and not every calibration process produced an acceptable

result. Determining the orientation angle difference of camera mounting didn’t provide the

expected accuracy and an additional offset was used to correct in yaw and pitch for the

Figure 4: chroma, depth and skin mask



virtual camera.

The chroma keyer shows small holes in the mask at grey values. van Bergh el al. addressed

this problem and stated it is quite acceptable because the effect appears and disappears

very fast and there is nearly no effect on the segmentation. In addition the depth mask is

noisy at edges (fig. 4). This occurs from IR-light reflections at object edges that lead to

wrong distance measuring which are so called flying pixels. As a consequence the disparity

translation is error propagation. Another characteristic are the holes in the depth mask

which are caused by the forward transformation of disparity correction. The depth mask

has no fine details because of the low resolution of the depth image.

Our method to map the color information onto the point cloud allows a dynamic mapping

(fig. 6) that shows an object changing its distance to the cameras. The texture of dark sheet

in the actors right hand maps correct without ideally becoming apparent on the background

wall. This is an improvement to the homographic warp of the colored image.

Figure 7 shows the spatial camera data which is textured with the color images. Additionally

the tracked body parts are marked with boxes and visualizes the scene in a 3D-viewer with

a metric grid.

We render simple objects at the tracked positions to an openGL framebuffer. The virtual

camera parameters were calculated from the position with the intrinsics of the HD camera

[Li01]. The HD image is augmented by the rendered graphic to evaluate the effects of the

spatial tracking (fig. 8). The interaction with virtual objects which are attached i.e. to

the hands provide coherent mapping. The objects change in size while moving the hands

towards the camera. So we could show a plausible interaction in virtual studios.

Figure 5: Diagram of the foregoing calibration and the image registration with tracking

process for every frame.



Figure 6: image registration which works in dependence of distance

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we could show that our approach works for image registration to match a depth

camera with another camera. The disparity translation of pixels within the image grid of

every pixel enables a dynamic method of image registration with a fast execution. Instead

the distance of every pixel must be known for one camera and a previous calibration step

needed to be performed. The image registration at changes in zoom and focus of the color

camera wasn’t done and needs to be solved. The augmented scene shows that the spacial

tracking of an actor could be used for interaction with the virtual content.

The use of a camera with a higher resolution anticipate better calibration results and also

a more practicable process of calibration. For the future we plan to use a Kinect camera,

which is based on structured light technology [PKW11]. It has a higher resolution (640x480

pixels) and less noise as compared to a PMD camera. We expect to abandon a noise filter

on depth data and use it for more fine-grained tracking. Measuring will have an insignificant

smaller accuracy which doesn’t matter in virtual studios. Kinect cameras have a smaller

range (0.8-3.5m) and the usage of multiple units is very difficult because of overlapping light

patterns. But in the described approach one camera is sufficient. It will be possible to

reach TV-frametate but not the synchronisation with genlock. Furthermore we plan to use

approved libraries for skeleton or hand tracking.
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Figure 7: view of textured point cloud

with boxes at tracked objects

Figure 8: studio scene augmented with rendered vir-

tual objects
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Figure 9: A tracking sequence - The boxes at the hands have the same size in the openGL

scene. In the rendering they have different sizes and give the user a depth cue.


